In the era of precision medicine, variant interpretation is arguably the most challenging aspect of molecular diagnosis. Despite continuous and rapid advances in the field, many genes still do not have well-established genotype--phenotype correlations. On a variant level, pathogenicity characterizations have mostly relied on qualitative descriptors within a Mendelian framework while less discrete effects have been difficult to quantitate.^[@CR1]^ Attempts to aggregate variant information across large cohorts have given us useful metrics such as population allele frequencies; however, these can be difficult to make inferences from due to variation across ancestral groups^[@CR2]^ or allele association with conditions of varying clinical presentation.^[@CR3]--[@CR8]^ Variants with hypomorphic effects or incomplete penetrance further complicate classification with less transparent conditional effects leading to frequent conflicting interpretations.^[@CR9]^

Here, we present three well-documented examples of low-penetrance alleles, beginning with a *TYR* variant described in a case study by our group in 2008^[@CR3]^. Since then, this quantitative effect concept has been continually observed in our clinical diagnostics work as well as corroborated by various groups across a spectrum of conditions.^[@CR5]--[@CR8]^ These examples serve to illustrate the difficulty of variant interpretation for low-penetrance alleles and the pressing need for their precise, clinically informative classification in combination with current American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics/Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP) guidelines.

Variant information and reported interpretations taken from dbSNP (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/>) and ClinVar (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/>) at the time of writing. The authors would like to thank the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD, <http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/>) and the groups that provided exome and genome variant data to this resource for the referenced population allele frequencies.^[@CR2]^*TYR* (*OCA1*); NM_000372.4:c.1205G\>A (p.Arg402Gln); rs1126809ClinVar Variation ID: 3779Submitted Interpretations: Benign (2), Likely Benign (1), Likely Pathogenic (1), Pathogenic (3), Uncertain Significance (1), Other (1), Association (2), Risk Factor (1)Oculocutaneous albinism type I (OCA1) is an autosomal recessive condition attributed to pathogenic variants in *TYR*. Milder presentations of the condition have been observed with only one classic pathogenic *TYR* variant in *trans* with the Arg402Gln allele. Similarly, a milder form of OCA1 without noticeable cutaneous effects, autosomal recessive ocular albinism (AROA), has been linked to compound heterozygosity of *TYR* pathogenic variants with Arg402Gln.^[@CR3]^ Although this allele has been shown to encode for a functionally impaired tyrosinase, its high population allele frequency (gnomAD AF 0.17640) and presence of unaffected homozygotes^[@CR4]^ have made classification of clinical significance difficult. Segregation studies of the Arg402Gln allele in OCA1 families have also revealed cases of unaffected individuals harboring this compound heterozygous combination suggesting that while Arg402Gln can act as a hypomorphic allele, its presence in *trans* with a *TYR* mutant allele is not necessarily sufficient for phenotypic presentation.^[@CR4]^ Further investigation, such as through case--control association studies, will be needed to uncover additional modifying factors that may contribute to the AROA condition.*GALT*; NM_000155.3:c. −119\_−116delGTCA; rs111033640ClinVar Variation ID: 25111Submitted Interpretations: Benign (2), Pathogenic (3)Classical galactosemia is an autosomal recessive condition characterized by deficient GALT enzymatic activity due to pathogenic variants in *GALT*. A milder form of the condition was originally associated with the Duarte allele (p.Asn314Asp) where the impact on GALT activity is less pronounced than causal classic galactosemia alleles. Later studies revealed the causal variant for this effect to be a 4-bp deletion in the 5′ region of *GALT* in linkage disequilibrium with Asn314Asp with the combined haplotype termed D2^[@CR5]^. Functional studies confirmed this effect demonstrating that this 4-bp deletion interferes with transcription factor binding and reduces GALT promoter activity.^[@CR6]^ While classical galactosemia follows expected recessive inheritance patterns, the hypomorphic effect of the D2 allele leads to D2 homozygotes with \~50% reduced GALT activity but healthy clinical presentation.^[@CR6]^ Duarte galactosemia patients are compound heterozygous for the D2 allele and a classic pathogenic GALT allele with \~25% normal GALT activity and mild to asymptomatic presentation.^[@CR5],[@CR6]^ This variable clinical presentation and incidence of up to 1 in 4000 live births^[@CR5]^ along with the presence of unaffected homozygotes distinguishes the pathogenicity of this variant from other pathogenic variants---a difference easy to overlook if only a "pathogenic" label is annotated or referenced.*RBM8A*; NM_005105.4:c.−21G\>A; rs139428292ClinVar Variation ID: 30464Submitted interpretations: Likely Pathogenic (1), Pathogenic (6), Other (1)*RBM8A*; NM_005105.4:c.67+32G\>C; rs201779890ClinVar Variation ID: 30465Submitted interpretations: Likely Pathogenic (3), Pathogenic (3)Thrombocytopenia-absent radius (TAR) syndrome is an inherited genetic condition characterized by reduced platelet count and absence of the radius in the forearm.^[@CR7]^ The condition was originally associated with a 200-kb deletion on chromosome 1q21.1 found across an entire 30-patient cohort and absent in controls. The authors hypothesized that TAR syndrome is associated with this deletion, however, only in combination with an additional unknown factor due to its recessive inheritance pattern and presence of unaffected carriers. Sequencing of the coding regions of ten genes within the deleted region on the opposite allele was inconclusive.^[@CR8]^ Exome sequencing later revealed two low-frequency single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the 5′UTR (c.−21G\>A; gnomAD AF 0.01812) and first intron (c.67+32G\>C; gnomAD AF 0.00584) of *RBM8A* identified in 39 and 12 patients of 53, respectively. In vitro studies showed reduced *RMB8A* promoter activity from both SNPs suggesting a hypomorphic mechanism where compound heterozygosity of a null allele with c.−21G\>A or c.67+32G\>C is likely causative for TAR syndrome. Furthermore, no significant variants were found in linkage equilibrium with either SNP, supporting their role as the second causative variant.^[@CR7]^ Of particular interest, these two variants both appear in ClinVar with concordant interpretations of "pathogenic" or "likely pathogenic" despite relatively high population allele frequencies and the presence of homozygotes in the gnomAD cohort (63 c.−21G\>A homozygotes; 12c.67+32G\>C homozygotes).^[@CR2]^ Under ACMG/AMP guidelines, this evidence would support the BS1 and BS2 criteria for benign classification^[@CR1]^ highlighting the room for ambiguity that exists in current interpretations.

While publicly available, aggregated sources of variant interpretation, such as ClinVar, are invaluable in the mission to understand the genetic factors of human health, the framework in which this information is organized is critical to its utility. How variants are classified and reported must be continually evaluated and adapted to keep up with our expanding knowledge of genetic mechanisms and variant effects. These three examples outline some of the challenges of variant interpretation and the difficulties faced when attempting to classify combinatory variant effects within the current ACMG/AMP guidelines.^[@CR1]^ While clinical significance categories of "association" and "risk" exist as alternatives to the standard "benign" to "pathogenic" scale, the effects of hypomorphic alleles and other reduced penetrance variants do not necessarily fit their guidance criteria. The "other" category exists as an option to provide additional information in the form of a comment; however, with the increasing awareness of such variants, we believe that a reevaluation of these classifications is warranted.

To this end, we propose the introduction of a new category of clinical significance for these lower-penetrance alleles that fall beyond the current "association" or "risk" classifications. We envision this category to encompass variants with hypomorphic effects and evidence of pathogenicity only in combination with severe loss-of-function alleles thus providing a clear classification for variants such as the three described previously. This category would allow for the conditional nature of these variants to be recognized in the context of a quantitative effect model---distinguished from the probabilistic criteria of the current "likely pathogenic" and "pathogenic" categories. Here, the difference between a variant with strong evidence of a hypomorphic effect can be differentiated from a variant with moderate evidence of deleterious effect. This distinction will facilitate clinical diagnostics in highlighting the combinatory requirements of reduced penetrance alleles without relying on written commentary from ClinVar submitters to clarify the mechanism of pathogenicity.

While the perspectives outlined in this commentary are not new to the field, we hope that the examples presented demonstrate the importance of reduced penetrance alleles and consequently the importance of how we classify and report them moving forward. In response to suggestions from professionals within the field, we will be following the lead of the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) and their effort in standardizing pharmacogenetic terminology^[@CR10]^ to engage the genetics community through a Delphi method panel in support of developing broadly accepted and applicable classifications appropriate for clinicians and researchers alike. Similarly, this discussion will allow us to revisit the criteria for other clinical significance categories and make revisions or further specifications as the community sees fit. We encourage research groups and clinical labs to continue to submit their results to ClinVar to keep our knowledge of such variants complete and current and we look forward to working with ClinVar and the broader genetics community to better accommodate these submissions.
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